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Abstract. The accessibility solution that is appropriate for an individ-
ual in a given situation may be provided through variations in the choice
of device, assistive technologies (AT) and adaptations used. Profiles can
be created to represent users and technology, however, owing to trade-
offs between profile specificity and transportability, there is currently no
universally accepted method for creating profiles for holistic interaction.

This paper describes an approach which represents both user and
technology in symmetrical (hierarchical) recursive profiles, using a vo-
cabulary that moves from device-specific to device-agnostic capabilities.
Through the use of semantic relationships, capabilities can be attributed
—and accessibility comparisons made—at varying (appropriate) levels
of granularity, using contextually comparable data.

Where accessibility problems are identified, they are described in
terms of the gap between the capabilities of the user and technology,
inherently providing a functional description of the support required.
Speculative augmentation can then be used to evaluate different solu-
tions in order to maximise accessibility for the individual.

Keywords: Evaluation of Accessibility, Usability, and User Experience,
User and Context Modelling and Monitoring, Semantics.

1 Introduction

The accessibility solution that is appropriate for an individual in a given sit-
uation may be provided through variations in the choice of device, assistive
technology (AT) and adaptations used (Sloan et al. 2010). Different devices are
often used in different contexts or for different tasks owing to their individual
characteristics. A desktop computer may be used at work or for creating docu-
ments, a Smart TV used at home or for consuming online media, and a tablet
used ‘on the move’ or for checking emails. ATs can then be used to augment
the capabilities of devices or users in order to improve their accessibility. Screen
readers may be used to provide an audio version of a device’s visual content and
a hearing aid may be used to increase the range of sounds that a user can per-
ceive. Finally, adaptations can be used as micro-ATs, providing personalisation
that increases the range of users who are able to access content (Vanderheiden
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2008). By moving closer to a screen a user can improve their ability to see its
contents; the same result can also be achieved by increasing the size of the text
on the screen. As they are intended for customisation, many adaptations are not
labelled as accessibility options, however device-specific settings are increasingly
being included in profiles describing accessibility needs.

In order to maximise accessibility, a model is therefore required that can com-
pare between profiles representing the user and their device, as well as any ATs
and adaptations they are using. The variety in interaction paradigms results in
a need for specificity in order to capture the nuances of each particular device,
interface or control. However, as users frequently interact with multiple technolo-
gies there is also a need for profiles that are generic enough to be transportable.

This paper will provide a framework for identifying accessibility problems by
moving between device-specific and device-agnostic profiling through the logi-
cal structuring of profiles. The approach provides flexibility during both profile
acquisition/maintenance and the matching process. Dynamic comparison of pro-
files at varying (appropriate) levels of granularity allows discovery of accessibility
issues to be performed efficiently. In addition it is also possible for contextual
information to be represented using the same structure, providing a measure of
the applicability of data to a given situation.

2 Background

The presence (or absence) of accessibility issues between a user and a piece of
technology can be predicted by simulating their interaction using representative
models and profiles. Given the variety found within users, technologies and in-
teraction paradigms, there is no universally accepted method of modelling any
aspect of the simulation. This is due in part to the range of hierarchical levels
and functional layers of abstraction for which simulations are created. Levels of
abstraction describe the way that higher-level tasks can be built up from lower-
level ones (e.g. hand-eye co-ordination). Layers of abstraction describe the way
that data can be viewed in multiple frames of reference; with lower layers pro-
viding structural information and higher layers storing specific contextualised
measurements.

Biswas & Robinson (2010) describes the issue of fidelity and the resulting
trade-off between low-level (high-fidelity), and high-level (low-fidelity models).
A similar problem is observable when contrasting between low-layer (low-fidelity)
and high-layer (high-fidelity) models. The greater the fidelity of a simulation, the
more accurately it is able to represent the situation under investigation. This
accuracy is however gained at the expense of transportability, resulting in an
inability to reuse the simulation to model other situations. Reducing the fidelity
of the simulation increases its transportability, whilst decreasing its ability to
accurately represent a situation.

As demonstrated by the generation of a glossary of terms in Peissner et al.
(2012), this has resulted in a lack of consensus on the components that are
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required within a simulation. Some common components include models or pro-
files describing:

User: A representation of the user in terms of a number of variables describing
his/her various characteristics.

Device: A representation of the device with which the user wishes to interact
describing its various characteristics. The device may be a piece of hardware
or software.

Task: A representation of the task to be simulated. It can be used to dictate
the structure and contents of the other models by indicating the level of
abstraction of the simulated interaction.

Environment: The context in which the interaction takes place. The environ-
ment can affect accessibility by interfering with interaction and its impor-
tance is dependent on the layer of abstraction at which the simulation is
targeted.

At a high level, accessibility simulation is a comparison between user and
technology (or task). In order for a comparison to take place, the respective
profiles must be described in compatible vocabularies. In the field of Knowledge
Representation a “domain model” contains the vocabulary and structural in-
formation necessary to describe a particular problem domain. A domain model
for a generic accessibility problem will contain information about the user and
technology in order to allow a comparison to be made. There are two main vocab-
ularies that are used to facilitate this description: technology-focused preferences
and human-focused capabilities. Competing standards have been developed that
use each of the vocabularies respectively.

ISO 24751 deals with the provision of individualised adaptability and accessi-
bility in the context of e-learning. It is a three-part standard, which describes the
user and application profiles separately. Currently under revision, it is based on
a fixed vocabulary of technology-focused needs and preferences. Preferences refer
to device or software settings that can be specified to improve accessibility (e.g.
font size). As they are device specific, they provide an accurate representation
of the needs of the user in terms of the technology-focused preferences required
in order for a device to be accessible. As above however, this specificity reduces
the transportability of a user’s profile owing to a need for mappings between all
related preferences across devices.

ISO 24756 uses Common Accessibility Profiles (CAPs) to allow direct com-
parison between the needs and capabilities of users, systems and their envi-
ronment (Fourney & Carter 2006). It views accessibility in terms of channels
of communication that are facilitated by human-focused capabilities. CAPs are
constructed from a series of Interacting Components which are able to either
input or output via a fixed vocabulary of modalities (e.g. visual acuity). Unlike
preferences, the approach provides a static vocabulary against which any device
setting may be mapped (Atkinson et al. 2010). Human capabilities provide the
transportability required to compare a single user profile against multiple device
profiles. Their generalisability, however, comes at the expense of the extra effort
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required in terms of describing device settings and adaptations in terms of their
corresponding human-focused capabilities.

It is possible to link the two vocabularies by modelling higher-level technology-
focused preferences in terms of their lower-level human-focused capabilities. The
resulting multi-level models lead to improved transportability while still allowing
specific situations to be simulated. This type of simulation is called Hierarchical
Task Analysis (HTA) and can be found in the GOMS family of models which
break tasks down into a series of sub-tasks. Those sub-tasks can then be evalu-
ated based on their constituent Motor, Cognitive and Perceptual elements.

Hierarchical structures can be found in models related to both accessibility
and the personalisation of knowledge-based adaptive systems. Kaklanis et al.
(2012) describes a framework for simulating accessibility evaluations. It uses
hierarchical structures both within the organisation of its user-profile and during
the simulations that are based on them. Data is firstly stored under a series of
parameter types (Cognitive, Behavioural, Physical, Kinematic and Geometric),
within those types a hierarchy is then developed based on the structure of the
human body. During simulation, higher-level tasks are built from lower-level
primitives, which are computed from the bio-mechanical data in the profile.
Whilst the framework is hierarchical in nature, it is reliant on a fixed lowest
level, from which higher levels are computed.

Sosnovsky & Dicheva (2010) describes the widespread use of hierarchical mod-
elling within web-based adaptive systems. The article describes the Adaptive
Web as focused on the personalisation of information and many of the systems
are knowledge-based recommenders. The featured user models are all based on
ontologies, which provide a hierarchical structure allowing the systematic storage
and creation of new knowledge. Once again, higher-level knowledge can be in-
ferred from its lower-level constituents. Through the use of stereotyping however,
the models can also provide top-down inference.

Efforts have also been made to standardise the data structures used to ex-
pose profile data. Peissner et al. (2012) describes a number of formats based on
XML and RDF. The Semantic Web is a collection of standards (including RDF)
that allows data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and
community boundaries1. By storing data in terms of its relationships to other
data, networks can be formed to produce machine-readable information. Seman-
tic technologies have already been used to produce an implementation of the
CAP (Sala et al. 2011), and the CC/PP (Klyne et al. 2004) provides an RDF
structure for defining the technology-focused accessibility needs of individuals
and is therefore directly compatible with ISO 24751.

3 Approach

Two trends are visible in the previous section:

– The need for a standard vocabulary to describe both users and technology
in order to expose profile information for comparison, and

1 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/

http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
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– The need to provide abstraction within profiles in order to cater for the
diversity found in real life.

The approach taken builds on existing profiling techniques by providing a series
of standard semantic relationships which allow both users and technology to be
described using a symmetrical (hierarchical) recursive structure.

Taking the high-level view that accessibility simulation is a comparison be-
tween user and technology, there is little to differentiate between their resulting
profiles. Rather than modelling them differently, they are both considered as ‘ac-
tors’ taking part in an interaction. Various elements within the interaction model
can be standardised, as seen in figure 1. A vocabulary based on interaction capa-
bilities allows accessibility to be described using a functional assessment of the
abilities and requirements that are being compared. The abilities and require-
ments are stored in a common ‘internal structure’ and exposed via a standard
‘external interface’. If a match is observed between the capabilities of the user and
technology then interaction is possible using those matching capabilities. When
a mis-match is observed, a description of the required assistance is provided in
terms of the gap that must be bridged and the capabilities that are available to
do so. Rather than relying on the presence of specific technology-based prefer-
ences or assistance targeted at a specific labelled impairment, a solution could
involve re-routing interaction via alternate (matching) capabilities.

Fig. 1. Standardisation of Elements Within the Interaction Model

Where alternate matching capabilities are not available, assistance can be cho-
sen based on its ability to bridge the gap between available capabilities. The use
of a common internal structure allows capabilities to be linked internally and ex-
posed in a predictable way via a standard external interface. The format is able
to represent both users and technology (including hardware, software, assistive
technology and adaptations) with chains of actors being used to represent the
route that information takes. This provides the potential for automation as pro-
files can be stored in a machine-readable format allowing matching algorithms
to be developed.
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Profiles are also able to contain data at various levels and layers of abstrac-
tion2: from low-level human-focused capabilities to high-level technology-focused
preferences, and from generic low-layer descriptions of abilities to specific high-
layer contextualised ability recordings. This allows direct matching between pro-
files at the appropriate level of abstraction rather than requiring reference to a
fixed (low) reference level as seen in existing models. In addition, a measure of
the confidence of a match can be estimated based on the similarities between the
highest layer at which information is provided. This approach reduces the rigid-
ity suffered through the application of either of the themes mentioned above in
isolation. Figure 2 shows the use of both levels and layers of abstraction within
a profile as well as a channel of communication between two actors.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical Levels and Functional Layers of Abstraction

4 Design

The design of a framework built on the above approach will now be described.
The framework consists of a series of components that are connected by a series
of relationships.

4.1 Actors

Actors describe the entities (users and technologies) that are able to take part in
interactions. Within the framework, profiles are built up using a nested series of
actors, which may possess several sub-actors, describing their components. Sub-
actors are actors in their own right (demonstrating the recursive nature of the
framework) and can be viewed either as autonomous entities, separate to other
actors at their level, or as constituents of higher-level actors. This mirrors the
real-life construction of users, as demonstrated through the hierarchical VUMS
profiles in Kaklanis et al. (2012).

2 As describe in section 2.
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The metaphor is even more useful when modelling technology, as individual
actors can potentially be placed inside or separated from their higher-level actors,
mirroring the modular nature of technology. A device like a desktop computer
is actually a composite of several sub-devices (a screen, keyboard, mouse and
speakers), each of which can be purchased separately and removed for use within
another computer system. In the same way software is represented as an actor,
which can be placed within numerous higher-level actors to represent its use
within different devices.

An actor can also be used to represent the environment within which an
interaction is taking place. Comparison between different environments (or the
same environment at time times) can then be made based on their sub-actors.
As an example, the environmental conditions of an open-plan office and a small
home office may vary in terms of the number of people present, the type of
light bulbs used, the weather outside the window and the ergonomy of furniture
available.

This method of representation inherently identifies the abstract level at which
comparisons should initially be made. For example, a simulation could be de-
veloped to describe a user interacting with a mobile phone. As the actors are
defined at a high level, the initial comparison would focus on the high-level as-
sessment of whether “the user can use the phone” (and whether the phone can
be used by the user). The result of this comparison is a function of lower-level
comparisons between the sub-actors of each actor (e.g. the user’s eyes versus the
phone’s screen), which are in turn dependent on their sub-actors (e.g. the user’s
visual cones versus the phone’s colour sub-pixels).

Through investigation of the sub-actors that are involved in an interaction,
it is possible to identify which parts of the user and technology are responsi-
ble for its success or failure (‘problem actors’). This form of assessment allows
problem actors to be avoided, either by re-routing communication, or putting
assistance in place to cope with the actor’s deficiencies. For technology-based
actors, replacement and upgrading are also possible.

4.2 Capabilities

Actors are able to interact with each other via capabilities, which are organised
in the same hierarchical fashion as actors. Capabilities are described in terms of
their direction, modality and a measure of their bandwidth, allowing channels of
communication to be built and investigated between actors. An actor may have
more than one capability, which allows it to take part in communication in either
one or both directions. Processing functions provide links between capabilities
allowing an actor to receive information via one capability and transmit it via
another. An actor also inherits the capabilities of all of its sub-actors, (which
are likely to be its own capabilities’ sub-capabilities). A finger is an actor with
capabilities to both input and output via the tactile medium. Output is provided
through the capabilities of its muscles (sub-actors) to generate movement and
input is provided through its nerves which are able to sense pressure, texture
and temperature.
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Capabilities share the same hierarchical structure as actors with higher-level
capabilities being inferred by (reliant upon) the presence of lower-level capabili-
ties. Where a mismatch is found between two capabilities, investigation of their
sub-capabilities can indicate its source by identifying the constituent capabilities
that are causing the problem. Where a gap is identified, its effects will propagate
upwards, affecting the interaction of any higher-level capabilities that rely on it.
As described previously, higher-level capabilities are likely to be task-focused
with a vocabulary moving towards human-capabilities as focus is moved further
down the capability hierarchy. Figure 3 depicts a low-layer (structural) view of
a series of actors, sub-actors and their related capabilities. It provides a limited
example of a number of pieces of technology that are all dependent on one of
the capabilities provided by a finger (1-D Movement). At a higher-level, each
capability would have data attached, describing a measurable ability and the
context in which it was collected.

iPad

Touchscreen

Gesture

Tap Screen

Keyboard

’E’ Key ’R’ Key’Q’ Key ’W’ Key

Type

Press Key

Mouse

Left Button Right Button

Mouse

Push Button

1-D Movement

Pressure Duration

Fig. 3. A graphic representation of the hierarchical nature of physical actors and their
capabilities (see figure 4 for key.)

4.3 Context

Capability data is constrained by the context within which it is collected (Peiss-
ner et al. 2012). User and device capabilities fluctuate throughout the day and
their resulting abilities may be based on the presence of a number of factors.
Multiple data items may therefore be stored against a single capability, provid-
ing information about an actor’s capabilities in different contexts. Environments
can be modelled using the same structure and vocabulary as any other actor. In-
terference (e.g. background light or noise) can be described as capabilities of the
environment and exposed in a format compatible with a user’s (or technology’s)
abilities to perceive them. As data is collected, information about its context can
be stored by defining a relationship between the data and an actor representing
its context. This again demonstrates the recursive nature of the framework.
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5 Implementation

By defining flexible relationships rather than dictating rigid data structures,
the (theoretical) design is not dependent on any specific technology or file for-
mat. The use of a graph-based representation (as seen in figure 4) does however
bias implementation towards pattern-based representation and matching tech-
nologies. Development has been carried out using the semantic languages RDF
and OWL for data storage and the graph-based logic language Prolog to pro-
vide reasoning capabilities. Figure 4 is a generic graph describing some of the
relationships that have been defined and used in the framework.

Actor  has

Capability

 can

 infers

Modality

 inputsVia  outputsVia

Data Item

data

Context
 context

Fig. 4. A graph representing the elements of the framework and their relationships

Interaction is modelled in terms of a series of actors, with capabilities, that can
be measured to provide data, which can be stored in context. Users, technology
and context are all modelled as actors made up of one or more sub-actors (‘HAS’).
An actor may also have capabilities allowing them to interact with each other
(‘CAN’). Capabilities share the same hierarchical structure as actors with higher-
level task-focused capabilities being inferred by lower-level human-focused ones
(‘INFERS’). Capabilities are compared based on their modality (‘INPUTSVIA’
and ‘OUTPUTSVIA’) and can be measured to produce data that is collected in
context.

Any two actors are able to sustain interaction when they have compatible
capabilities with:

Opposite Directions: In order to communicate with each other one must
transmit a message which is received by the other.

The Same Modality: Measured in the same units (or be convertible).
Overlapping Abilities: The two capabilities must share a common range

within the modality.
Measured in Context: The ability measurements should be based on a com-

mon context (which is similar to that displayed in the current environment).

As the quality of a match is dependent on all of the above factors, adherence
to the list can be used as a measure of the probability that two capabilities are
compatible.
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The framework has also been designed to support a modular implementa-
tion. The multi-layered approach taken to data storage allows the separation of
vocabulary specification, the selection of data storage mechanisms and the devel-
opment of matching algorithms. This provides the potential for different modules
to be used based on the needs of a particular situation. Low-level capabilities
related to transmitting or receiving sound could for example be described using
a frequency response graph, with associated matching functions being used to
predict their resulting accessibility.

This allows specific implementations of the framework to be developed to suit
different interaction needs while providing the potential for integration through
the definition of appropriate relationships. Gradual upgrades can be made avail-
able as vocabularies are extended, data storage needs change, algorithms are
improved or improved context capturing is developed. Alternately “low-power”
variants could be produced which restrict matching to lower layers, providing
less information about the quality of the match or accuracy of the simulation.

6 Challenges and Further Work

This paper is focused on the description, storage and use of profile data, the
success of the approach is therefore dependent on a number of other areas that
are the subject of current research:

Semantic Web Technologies. are not yet fully realised, meaning there are still
issues to be overcome before they can be widely adopted. A lack of accepted
standards at the upper levels of the technology stack has resulted in the need for
additional technologies to be used in order to achieve the functionality described
at present. There are also outstanding questions regarding the scalability of
graph-based data storage.

As they are researched further, many of these issues will disappear, assum-
ing the further development and widespread use of semantic technologies. In
addition, the identification of current deficiencies can be used to inform new
research and development efforts. In terms of scalability, the modular and multi-
layered design of the framework can be used to take advantage of pre-processing
techniques that only present the data that is needed to evaluate a particular
situation.

Data Acquisition. is a particular challenge with the problem being twofold: (1)
initial population may require a bootstrapping procedure, and (2) information
would need to be kept up-to-date. ISO 24756 for example, relies on the user (or
other human agent) to create and update CAPs. However for mass adoption,
the user cannot be relied upon either because (1) they may be unwilling, or (2)
the information they provide may be unreliable (Godoy & Amandi 2005).

The framework is therefore reliant on the availability of agents that are
able to populate user profiles. Given the nature of their task, current agents
are highly specialised and tend to be developed as part of standalone systems
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(e.g. Hurst 2009). The intention of this framework is to allow agents to expose
their data and as a result allow it to be used as part of a more holistic profile.

Context. can have a large effect on the usability of data, as described previously.
At present the framework is able to model context and use it to determine the
probability that a match is accurate. Where there is a lack of data to describe an
actor’s capabilities in a given context it is currently not possible to infer it (other
than finding the closest possible match or using a stereotype). This concern can
be addressed via inference back to human capabilities and the ability to model
the environment as an actor. As interference (e.g. background light or noise) is
stored as a capability in a format compatible with the users abilities to perceive
them, it should be possible to determine the effect that a particular contextual
capability has on an actor’s capabilities. Known capabilities/contexts could then
be used to extrapolated capabilities in other contexts.

Matchmaking Algorithms and Assistance Delivery Mechanisms. are, like data
acquisition agents, are outside of scope given the focus of this research on data
representation and storage. They are however required in order for the approach
provided in this paper to be realised. Work aimed at developing a Global Public
Inclusive Infrastructure is however providing research in this area (Vanderheiden
& Treviranus 2011).

7 Discussion

The approach presented in this paper provides a flexible method of profiling users
and technology, enabling direct matching between their capabilities at various hi-
erarchical levels and functional layers of abstraction. The suggested relationships
allow capabilities defined in various open and proprietary standards to be used
together through attribution to an individual within a single profile. In addition
contextual information can be included, providing a measure of applicability of
data to a situation.

The accessibility of interaction between two actors can be assessed by match-
ing their capabilities and the potential to include contextual information allows
a measure of the accuracy of the resulting prediction to be provided. Where
higher-level capability data is unavailable for a match to be made, inference can
be used to recursively find a lower level at which matching constituent capabil-
ities are available. As contextual data is stored in the same format as users and
technology, contextual matching can also use similar algorithms.

Where a match is not possible owing to incompatible capabilities, an alternate
route can be identified. Alternately, speculative augmentation of actors with rep-
resentative sub-actors can used to identify the effect of different potential forms
of assistance. As an example, both hearing-aids and text-to-speech functionality
can be described in terms of the way they re-route and transform the exist-
ing channels of communication. Software can then be modelled on different de-
vices by placing its highest representative actor within the actor describing each
device.
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